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Beyond Borders
Going international with your business

Professor Thomas C. LawtonProfessor Thomas C. Lawton

Click to edit Master title styleIrish “brands” have been international for a long time…
how do we build on that legacy?
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Key questions facing Irish companies going abroad 

• What are the key strategic challenges when you take
your company international?

• Do you need to radically change your strategy to go
international?

• Do you need to adapt your strategy for different
locations? Or does one size fit all?

The world is but a canvas to our imagination. 
Henry David Thoreau
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What are the key strategic challenges when
you take your company international?
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Where the major GDP growth of the future is likely to be:
how do you decide where to go?

Click to edit Master title styleWhere it is easiest to do business in 2009:
an alternative view of where to go

1. Singapore 16. Saudi Arabia

2. New Zealand 17. Sweden

3. United States 18. Bahrain

4. Hong Kong, China 19. Belgium

5. Denmark 20. Malaysia

6. United Kingdom 21. Switzerland

7. Ireland 22. Estonia

8. Canada 23. Korea

9. Australia 24. Mauritius

10. Norway 25. Germany

11. Iceland 26. Netherlands

12. Japan 27. Austria

13. Thailand 28. Lithuania

14. Finland 29. Latvia

15. Georgia 30. Israel
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Regulation, rule of law, industry structures

Culture, corruption, civil society, 
trade unions/workers rights 

Role of government, vibrancy of opposition, 
legislative procedures

Market
System

Societal
System

Political System

Where challenges exist beyond competition and
customers
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Do you need to radically change your
strategy to go international?

Or does one size fit all?
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1. The geographic reach of sales and business operations

2. The cultural reach of customers, partners and regulators

3. The intellectual reach of you, your colleagues and employees

Source for the ‘Three Dimensions’: J. Osland, A. Bird, M. Mendenhall, A. Osland. (2006) “Developing Global Leadership Capabilities and Global
Mindset: A Review”. In International Human Resources Handbook. G. Stahl & I. Bjorkman (Eds.) London: Elgar: 197-222.

But first, identify your optimal route to
market breakout and strategic success…
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       GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

                       Emergent Markets  Established Markets

Big ImproversWave RidersLaggard
to Leader

RevolutionariesTrue OriginalsTaking by
Storm
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Getting on the fast track to market success
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       GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

                       Emergent Markets  Established Markets

Power PlayersEarly AdaptersShifting
Shape

ConquistadorsBoundary BreakersExpanding
Horizons
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Staying out in front
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Projects and
Programmes

Business
Model

Value
Proposition(s)

VisionStrategic
Leadership

Strategic
Enactment

Strategic
Alignment

Strategic
Definition

Strategic
Thinking

The international strategy cycle: adapt or change?

Complexity

Context Culture

Routes to breakout

Clear and consistent

Compelling and customer-centric

Efficient, effective,
extendable

Balance people and process
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Key takeaways for Irish business
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Balance change and consistency in international strategy

• Vision, values and value proposition (3 V’s) must be
consistent

• Adapt your business model and your implementation
initiatives to deal with differences in context, culture and
complexity (3 C’s)

• Companies like Ryanair, Glanbia, Smurfit Kappa and
Glen Dimplex are very effective at striking this balance
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       Strategic Responses to Recession

Conquer

Proactive

Cloak

Reactive Positive

Protect

Reactive Neutral

Panic

Reactive Negative

Is this the right time to be going international?
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Is this the right time for you to be going international?

• Which of the four strategic responses has your company adopted?

• Is it wise to retain this approach going forward?

• Think survival... but don’t neglect to continue to think success.

• A true strategist prepares proactively for the upturn, when it comes,
and decides which mode they want to be in when it happens.

• It is never the wrong time to seize opportunity and the initiative
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“There is only one admirable form of the imagination: the
imagination that is so intense that it creates a new reality, that it
makes things happen”.

Seán ó Faoláin

“Being Irish is very much a part of who I am. I take it everywhere
with me”.

     Colin Farrell


